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ffis paper employs user equilibrium theory to develop deterministic queueing
models to evaluate the queueing phenomena at a single bottleneck under fixed, flexible,
and staggered working schedules. Compared with conventional fixed working hours, the
results have shown that fiaffic delay reduced by flexible working hours is in square
proportion to the ratio of flexible time duration to peak hour period. Whereas the delay
reduced by staggered working hours of uniform-type is linearly proportional to the ratio
of staggered time length to peak hour period. The maximum queue length reduced by
flexible/staggered working schedules is also linearly proportional to the ratio of flexible
or staggered time length to peak hour period. The staggered working hours of step-tlpe
can yield even better performance if the number of commuters in each step is managed
at a rate equal to the staggered time multiplied by the bottleneck saturation flow rate.
Abstract:

l.INTRODUCTION
Traffic congestion caused by commuters during peak hours is a common nightnare
shared by most urban residents. As commuters have fixed starting and off working hours,
it inevitably leads to the over-concentration of using the transportation systems at the
same period of the day. [n order to decentralize the high demand during peak hours,
there is an important strategy employed in transportation demand management, which can
be accomplished through the following means: (l) adopt flexible working hows; (2) shift
the starting/offworking schedule (staggered working hours); and (3) levy congestion tolls
(Ferguson, 1990). A common goal of these tlree methods is to induce commuters to
change the commuters' departure time from home and the office, thereby resulting in a
decentralization of peak hour demand on transportation systems.

Flexible working hour system has been widely implemented by private and govemmental
organizations worldwide for nearly four decades. This system has yielded positive retums

to companies, employees and society at large. It reduces peak-hour traffrc and congestion
in metropolitan areas, shortens travel times and encourages car pooling (O'Malley, 1975;
Jones e/ a1.,1978; Nollen et a1.,1978; TRB, 1980). Among its merits include reduced
transportation costs, lower air pollution levels, and a deferred demand for investment of
transportation infr astructures.
Some investigators have examined the effectiveness of congestion tolls during peak hour
al. , 1990a, 1 993; Laih, 1994; Lan et al. , 1987; de Palma et al., 1986; and Braid,
1989). Studying congestion tolls allows one to analyze the extent to which different toll

(Amott et
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taffrc congestion. Vickrey (1969) first used user equilibrium to illustate
the adoption of time-dependent toll, which can completely remove queueing associated
schemes reduce

with the bottleneck.
Hendrickson et al. (1981) examined how schedule delay influences commuter departure
time and the formation of congestion. While applyng a mathematical formula, Smith
(1984) attempted to veriff the existence of equilibrium curve-of arrivals at a single
bottleneck. Oaganzo (1985) further confirmed the uniqueness of the equilibrium curve.
Newell (1937), Kuwairara (1990), Amott et al. (1990b), Tabuchi (1993) then increased
the scope of above assumptions to examine the taffrc congestion under different
conditions. Those investigations, however, did not address alternative work schedules'
The impact of flexible/staggered work schedules on haffrc congestion has received
limited attention. Although Henderson (1981), D'Este (1985), and Jovanis (1981)
ability of
developed theoretical modils or applied simulation techniques to explore the
analytical
their
flexible/staggered work schedules to alleviate trafftc congestion,
tolls and
assumptioni-differ from those used in the above investigations on congestion
compared'
easily
be
cannot
bottleneck equilibrium models. Consequently, their results
obtained from
To remedy the gaps of above investigations, this study compares the results
and staggered
flexible,
fixed,
io reduce taffrc congestion by employing
previous
"fort
and, then, a
defined
first
are
iuorting hours. Different t)?es of work schedules
Measures of
schedule'
work
each
constructed for
deterministic queueing .oa"t
queue
ma:rimum
and
delay
queueing
total
effectiveness such as equilibrium travel cost,
to
given
example
a
on
conducted
is
also
length are also compared. Sensitivity analysis
discuss policy imPlications.

i.

2. ASSUMPTIONS

bottleneck
Our analysis will refer to user equilibrium principle applied towards a single
et
al.,1990a;
(e.g.
Arnott
previous
studies
by
made
assumptions
by following the similar
the
fuin, tge+;l(i) All commuters must pass through a bottleneck section before reaching
section, p'
destination. When the traffic volume exceeds the capacity of bottleneck
adjacent to
occurs in the bottleneck section, whereas the roads immediately
(ii)
The system
"ong"rtion
the iottleneck that have sufficient capacity are not similarly congested.

(iii) All commuters
contains only passenger cars and the occuPancy rate remains fixed'
the departure time based
use the same working t o* system. (iv) Eaih commuter chooses
principle at
on minimum individual travel cost. (v) Commuters follow first-in-first-out
value' (vi)
a
fixed
per
is
day
the bottleneck section, and the total number of commuters
to ttre
bottleneck
the
Travel time between the origin to the bottleneck section and between
time'
departure
on
decision
the
destination is a fixed value-and, hence, should not affect
factor'
Therefore, the following discussion omits this
Fixed working
This paper defines three different types of work schedules as follows'
at
a fixed time'
work
leave
in
and
sign
employees
thi
all
hours refer to the system where

*rt

working hours
starts at 8:30 am to 5:30 pm with an hour lunch break. Staggered

fixed hours, and another group of
"g.
re"fer to a group of workers working in a schedule of

in another schedule of fixed hours. Flexible working hours refer to

".ptoy""r-*orting
that des-lgnate a time range

"o.p*i",

as the core hours where employees must be at
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to facilitate communication and

Schedules

business contacts; however, employees can flexibly

choose the time to begin and finish work within a given range. Flexible working hour
systems are characterizedby the notion that if all commuters arrive at work within the
length of flexible time, they are viewed as arriving on time. Commuters aniving at the
offrce before their flexible time period begins suffer from early schedule delaf if they
arrive after their flexible time period ends, they incur late costs. Commuters encounter the
same queueing delay

if they arrive within

a

flexible time period'

We presume that the employees may not all arrive at work on time. They may be early or
late; the same applies to getting off work. As the analysis method resembles that of
g"tting to/off work, the discussion below only includes the situation for getting to work.
For riirpti.ity, a linear cost firnction is used to measure the cost for early or late arrivals.
The length of early arrivals of commuter i (hi(t) and the unit cost of time (p) determine
the early schedule delay cost. Vice versa, the cost of arriving late at work is calculated
from the length of lateness (pi(t)) multiplied by the unit cost of time (7), usually implying
that the employee is subject to penalty. When approaching infinity, the unit cost of time
lateness is interpreted as a situation where no laienets is allowed. Let t' denote starting
work time and e ttre length of flexible time. Figure I displays the relationship of schedule
delay and cost for early or late arrivals.

f-t

(a) Fixed and staggered working hours
(Late arrivals allowed)

cost

..t
t-e

t

t

t

(b) Fixed and staggered working hours
(No late arrivals allowed)

cost

Irf
t-e

t

(c) Flexible working hours
(Late arrivals allowed)

Figure

l.

t

'

(d) Flexible working hours
(No late arrivals allowed)

Costs for early and late arrivals
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The above cost of early and late time plus the fixed cost of tavel, p, a16 the cost

of

queueing delay crq(t), equals the function of travel cost for commuter i.

U;(t)=p+crr1(t)+ph(t)+rpi(t)

(l)

As the fixed cost oftravel does not inlluence the analysis results in equation (l), p can be
set to zero. According to Wardrop's principle, assume that each commuter attempts to
reduce the travel cost to a minimum. A situation in which the travel cost is identical for
all commuters implies that the commuters' choice of departwe time could not reduce the
individual tavel cost, thereby reaching the state of user equilibrium. By using user
equilibrium principle as a basis, the following discussion elaborates on how to perform
deterministic queueing analysis to calculate measures of effectiveness (MOE) including

equilibrium travel cost, total queueing delay, and maximum queue length

in

the

bottleneck system.

3. THE MODELS

3.1 Fixed Working Hours

ln the fixed

working hours case, we would follow the previous literature such as
Hendrickson et al. (1981), Amott et al. (1990a} and Laih (1994) which have utilized user
equilibrium mostly under the premise of a fixed working hour system. The travel costs of
all commuters, under the condition of user equilibrium, are equal to G, in late arrivals
allowed situation.

U(t)=p+cu;(t)+ph(0+rp(0=Gp

Vi

(2)

Figure 2 depicts the curve of cumulative arrivals AO at the bottleneck. At the earliest
departure time, t, commuters experience the longest early schedule delay. While at the
latest departure time tq', commuters incur the largest late penalties; however, at neither
point does waiting time in queue exist. At departure time t;, although commuters suffer
maximum queueing delay, there is no early time or late time. According to user

equilibrium, the following simultaneous equations are obtained:
p(x1+ x2)= Go
ct,x2= Gp

7x:=GP
(x1+ x2+
and the solutions

are:

xrp:N
x1

:

(l-p/cr,)

t/(0+f)lN/p);xz= (Flrl)lyl(9+y)l(tVtr);

x:= tp/(p+r)lN/rr).
Equilibrium travel cost is Go:[pyl(p+1)]N/tr). The slope of the curve of cumulative early
arrivals at the bottleneck is mr(t) : [o/(cr-p)]tr; whereas the slope of arriving late is
m2(t):[o/(crq)]p. The maximum queue length occurs at ti:to+{(l-p/cr)tyl(0+y)l(N/p)}.
The area bounded by cumulative arrival and departure curves in Figure 2 is expressed as
total queueing delay:
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(l/2x(py/ta(pq)l)(N2/p)

(3)

Maximum queue length is:
Qp

={(Fy)/[cr(p+T)]]N.

(4)

Total queueing delay and maximum queue length are proportional to (p/cr)fu(p+y)1,
which are exactly the same as in previous literature (e.g. Hendrickson e/ al.,l98l; Arnott
et al., 1990a; Laih, 1994).
With no late arrivals allowed, all commuters must arrive at the office before starting work
t'. By using the same method, we can easily obtain Go =PN/t ), Wp :

hour

(1/2)(p/cr)(N2/p), and Q,

:

(p/cr)N that are the same as Hendrickson et al. (1981).

3.2 Flexible Working Hours

Figure 3 displays the curve A(t) of cumulative arrivals at the bottleneck. Applying the
same method of fixed working hours allows us to obtain the simultaneous equations.
Notably, equilibrium tavel cost is Gr-[Fyl(F+T )]tN/p)-e]. The number of commuters
aniving at the offrce before flexible time period is tyl$t)lN-ep); arriving within
flexible time period is elr; and lateness is tp(0fl)l(N-ep). The slope of the curve of
cumulative early arrivals at the bottleneck is m1(t) :[o/(cl-F)]tr, while the similar curve
for late arrivals can be expressed as m2 (t) : [o/(o+y)]p. These arrivals are identical to the
model of fixed working hours. The area in Figure 3 bounded by the cumulative arrival
and departure curyes is expressed as total queueing delay:

wr:(l/2x(py)/to(9+r)llt(N/p)-el(N+ep).

(s)

Maximum queue length is

Qr:{(0y)/[cr(0+t)]XN-ep).

(6)

The measwes of effectiveness for situations with no late arrivals allowed can be easily
obtained: Gr :p[N/tr)-e], Wr = Q/2)(pla)[(N/p)-e](N+ep), and Qr = (P/crXN-ep).
Therefore, a longer length of flexible time period implies a larger reduction of total
queueing delay as well as maximum queue length in the system. If the length of flexible
time period is greater than or equal to peak hour period (S:N/p), then the queues are
eliminated completely.
Comparing the results of fixed and flexible working hours system allows us to reduce
total queueing delay in ratio:

(wp- Wr/

Wr:

[e/(N/p)12=1elS)2

(7)

On the other hand, equilibrium travel cost or maximum queue length of system reduces in

ratio as (e/S).
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Figure 3. Equilibrium arrival pattern for
flexible worting hours

(l9El)

3.3 Staggered Working Hours

Two types of staggered working hour systems, step-staggered and uniform-staggered, are
discussed herein. When approaching inflnity, the number of stages of step-staggered
working hours becomes uniform-staggered.

(l)

Step type

Two-step staggered working hours are initially discussed and, then, extended to multisteps. Let oni group of woikers (vN) choose their starting work hours at t'-k, and the
othir group of employees (l-v)N at t'. The length of staggered time between these two
groups is k. Under conditions of user equilibrium and k<[y/(p+2y)]S , Figure 4 displays
the curve of cumulative arrivals A@ at the bottleneck. By utilizing the same method of
fixed working hours, the simultaneous equations are obtained. Commuter's tavel costs of
two groups are the same as G,=[Fy(0+y)]tN/fr)-kl. The slope of the curve of cumulative

of first group arriving early at the bottleneck is m1(t)=n2(t):to(ct-F)lp.
:
Meanwhile, the similar curve for the last group of late arrivals is given by m3(t)
commuters

to/(cr+y)lp. These anivals are identical to the model of fixed working hours. Compared
with fixed working hours, the benefits of reduced queueing delay can be calculated from
the shadowed area in Figure 4.

AW,:

Wp - W, =

(9/aXty(0fl)-vlNk+tp(F+v)lk2p).

(8)

As generally known, AW, increases when v decreases and AWr reaches maximum when
xg:0. Let xr:0, that is (9/a)[(vN/p)-k]=0, we obtain v:(kual) implying that we can
obtain the maximum reduction in queueing delay, if the commuters of first group are kp
and the others are N-kp when k is given. Total queueing delay under such optimal twostep staggered working hours is

W,'

:

(I

/2)(p/cr) {k2p+[y(p+l)]N/p-k)2p].

Maximum queue length occurs at t'- { py/[cr(p+y)] ] tN/p)-k,
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Q,':{pyltc(p+y)l}(N-krr).

(10)

If no late anivals are allowed, when kSS/2, we can get optimal situation if the commuters
of first group are kp and last group N-kp. The measures of effectiveness in the system

G.=F[(N/p)-k], W,':(l/2)(glc)tN'zlrr)-2(N-kp)kl, a,':(p/cxN-kp) can be obtained
easily.

Comparing the results of fixed and optimal two-steps staggered working hours system
allows us to reduce the total queueing delay in ratio:

(wp - w,'/ wo

=tl+(p/y)l(ldsF+tl-(rds)12.

(il)

On the other hand, equilibrium tavel cost or maximum queue length of system reduces in
ratio as (k/S). Ifk changes, we set first order condition ofequation (1 l) equal zero and get
k: W/$+VDIS. (If y+o, we obtain k=S/2). This implies that ma:<imum benefits can be

obtained from two-step staggered working hours when k:[y(p+2y)]S. If k is over
[y(p+2y)]S, some commuters of the first group are late and the total queueing delay is
reduced. If k is over S/2, the two goups do not interact with each other and idle time
occurs during two peak periods.

Applying the same approach allows us

to obtain maximum benefits in

three-step

staggered working hours if the commuters of first group are k1p, second group k2p and
last group N-ft1+k2)p. If we extend to multiple-step staggered working hours, the group
commuters should be arranged by kip. Consequently, the optimal situation is obtained.

(2) Uniform type

For uniform O?e staggered system, commuters accumulating by starting work time are
arranged as a line with the slope o{ol>p). The first commuter starting work time is to and
the last starting work t'. The time length between them it 6: 1'-10:y/ro. Figure 5 depicts
the curve A(t) of cumulative arrivals at the bottleneck. At the earliest deparhre time, t, ,
commuters have the longest early schedule delay. Meanwhile, at the latest departure time,
tq' , commuters incur the largest late penalties; however, at both points, no queueing
delays exist. Applytng the same method allows us to obtain the simultaneous equations.

Equilibrium tavel cost is G,

:

tpyffi+f)l$lpXl-p/ro). The slope of the curve of

cumulative early arrivals at the bottleneck is m1(t)=p/[-(p/ct)(l-p/ro)] ; similarly for late
arrivals mz(t):p/[+(y/oXl-U/cu)], both slopes are smaller than those of fixed working
hours. The number of early arivals are ffipfl)lN and late arrivals are [p(p+T)]N. The
area in Figure 5 bounded by the cumulative arrival and departure curves is expressed as
total queueing delay:

w,< I /2X(py)/tcr(F+r)l
Maximum queue length

XN2/p)(

I

-/ro).

(12)

:

Q,: {$r/[a(F+y)] ]N( I -/to).

(13)
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According to above equations, total queueing delay and maximurn queue length are lower
when or gets smaller, or equivalently, when the length of staggered hours (d:N/ro) is
larger. With no late anivals allowed, measures of effectiveness G":p(N/p)(l-p/o), Wu =
(l/2XFlcrXN2tyr11t-1tlr1, *d Q, :(p/ct)N(l-p/ro) are obtained. If the length of staggered
hours is longer than the length of peak period, queueing delay vanishes completely as

well.

By comparing the results of fixed and uniform-tlpe

staggered working hours, total

queueing delay reduces in ratio:

(14)

(Wp- W,)/ Wp = F/ro= (N/ro)/(N/p) = d/S.

Equilibrium travel cost or maximum queue length of system reduces in ratio also as (d/S).
Table I summarizes the final results of altemative work schedules. Table 2 lists the
benefits of flexible and staggered working hours, compared with fixed working hours.

Number of
commuters

']L
0
.,Iz.

t-t t'

h

tq'

Time

Figure 4. Equilibrium arrival pattem ofstaggered
working hours oftwo-steP tYPe

h

t'to'Time

Figure 5. Equilibrium arrival pattem ofstaggered
working hours ofuniform type

Table I . Measures of effectiveness under altemative work schedules

.

Fixed working hours

.

Flexible working hours

t0y/(0+y)lGq/p)

l9/(0t)ltN/p)'el

Uniform staggered

tpy(g+r)lN/rrXt-

working hours

trlol)

Optimal two-step

t0y(0+r)ltNirr)-kl

staggered working

Total queueing delay

Travel cost

Work schedules

(I

/2X(0y/to(0+y)1) Ofl rr)

l/2X(Fr/to(0+r)l) tN/tt)-

Max. queue length

{(9y)/tct(P+y)l}tt

{(py/to(P+r)l}(N-

IfN+eu)
I

/2X(0y/[o(0+y)] ] (N'/p),

l-lro)
(I

/2{P/cr)

{Glyta(p1)l}N(lU/ro)

{KP+Mp+r)l *

{0y/[a(0+y)]](N-ktt)

(N/t -k)'p)

hours
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Table 2. Benefits of flexible and staggered compared with fixed working hours
Work schedules
. Flexible working hours
. Uniform*aggered
working hours

.

Optimal two-step
staggered working
hours

Travel cost
reduction

Total queueing delaY
reduction

Max. queue length
reduction

e/S

(e/S)2

e/S

d/s

d/s

d/s

lds

lds

[,.+]5.[,-"0)'

4. DISCUSSIONS
4.1 Multi-Step versus Uniform Staggered

\{orking Hours

In two identical steps staggered working system, the number of commuters in first and
curve
last groups equals N72. ThJtime length between two steps is k' Figure 6 depicts the
travel
equilibrium
of
3.3,
results
of cimulativ" urrirut. at the bottleneck. According to the
cost is FtN/rr)-kl and total queueing delay is (l/2xp/ct)lN'/rr)-kNl. Since k:N/or,
p[(N/p)-k] and
equilibrium travel, cost and total queueing delay can be expressed as
(l/2xplcxN2/ttXl-p/or), which are the same as those of staggered working hours of
uniform type.
N/3;
In thee identical steps, the number of commuters in first, second and last group equal
each time ,"gm"ni between groups equals k/2. By employing the same method,
equilibrium ralvel cost is ptN/Ir)-kiand iotal quzueing delay is (l/2)(p/ct)(Nzt141t-pta1.
In multiple identical steps, the number of commuters in each group is N/1 and each time
cost and
segment between groups equals k/(n-l). Under equilibrium conditions, tavel
of
staggered
those
as
same
the
q,
are
which
of
toLl queueing delay are all independent
of
working hours of uniform q?e. Namely, if 1-+oo, the type of staggered working hours
type.
multiple identical steps becomes uniform
steps
We are interested in multi-step staggered working hours system when the number of
minimum'
is
a
delay
queueing
total
which
in
situation
opiimal
approaches infinity under
p[(N/p)-k] and
Fiom the results of 3.3 for optimal two steps, equilibrium travel cost is
each time
steps,
optimal_three
total queueing delay is (t/Zyp/o1t62fp;-1ZNtt-2*D1.In
groups
second
and
in
first
of
commuters
number
T"he
W2.
,"grrr"nt benvien gro,rp"
"qu"it
is also
cost
tavel
eO{!iU*r1
Althou'tr
group
is N-kp.
with (l/r)Gp), and last

arJ equal,

(l/2Xp/crx(N'z/p>t2Nk-(3/2)k2pl). In

FtN/p)-kl, total queueing detay-is reduced as
k(r1-l) and the
ipii-i mdtiple steps casi, each time segment between groups equals
group
being N-kp.
last
and
n-umber of first n-l groups are equal, with tl/(r1-l)l(kp),
and^(l/2)(0/aX(N2/p)Eouilibrium ravel cost and total queueing a"fay at"-ptCN/p)-kl
aetay is lrz)Gr")tN2/p;-2Nk+k2p1 and
Affi-i;;G:,;X'ii. it r1+o, total queueing
of curnulative arrivals at thi bottleneck is shown in FigureT' In this case, the
ih"

"u;i

with the saturation
group of commuters kp must be arranged with a slope p, complying
group
of commuters
other
the
of
work
iate of *re bottleneck section. Meanwhile, starting
passing
through
commuters
N-kp
N-kp is arranged at time t'. Thus, it can be viewed as
the bottleneck.
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Number of
commuters

tq

t'-f< ,'

Time

Figure 6. Equilibrium arrival pattern ofstaggered
working houn of two identical steps

Figure 7. Equilibrium arrival pattern ofstaggered
working hours of optimal multiple steps (n-+co)

4.2 Relationship Among Alternative Work Schedules

Figure 8 presents an overall framework of alternative work schedules. It depicts that
staggered working hours of step type and flexible working hours are two fimdamental
types, and the other systems should be viewed as special cases. The case of no late
anivals allowed is discussed, for simplicity, as follows:
(1) Staggered working hours ofstep type

Multiple identical steps is one of staggered working hours of step type where the number
of commuters in each step is equal to each other. When the number of steps, q,
approaches infinity, total queueing delay is (l/2X0/u)tN'lp)-tN] which is independent
of 1. When 1152, it is two identical-step type. When r1-+o, it becor.res uniform type in
which total queueing delay is (l/2)(p/o)(N2/p)(l-p/or) because k=N/or. When o-+o,
cumulative rate of starting work is near vertical which becomes fixed working hours with
total queueing delay being (l/2)(p/a)(N2/p).

If the number of

steps remains constant in staggered working hours of step type, total
queueing delay of optimal multiple steps should be minimum. Total queueing delay is
(l/2Xpla)tN'?/p)-t2Nk-(rl(n-l))k'zpl). If r1:2, it is optimal two steps type in which total
queueing delay is (l/2)(0/cr)tN'?/p)-2k(N-kp)1. Furthermore if k=0, a fixed working
hours case is obtained with total queueing delay (l/2)(p/o)(N2/p).

(2) Flexible working hours

In flexible working hours case, all commuters arrive on time if each arrives at work
within the length of flexible time, e. Total queueing delay is (l/2)(p/cr)[(N/p)-e](N+ep).
When e=0, it becomes a fixed working hours case in which total queueing delay is
(U2XplcrXN2/p).
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Figure 8. The relationship among alternative work schedules

5. SENSITIVITY

ANALYS$

and
we use the study of Small (1982) and Lan et al. (1998) with ct:$6.4/hr, F=$3'9lhr
passes
and
a car
y=$15.21lhr. Assume that N:1800 commuters, each commuter drives
is p= 900
b-ottleneck
ofthe
capacity
The
destination.
his/her
itrougtr a bottleneck to reach
Under
,.ti"i", per hour. Under these conditions, the peak hour period is_S = 2 hours'
uniform
and
fixed woiking hours, all commuters start work at 9:00, under flexible
hours of
working
staggered
under
and
9:00,
and
8:30
between
.tugg"r"a *oiking hours

8:30 and 9:00. While applying our models, Table 3 summarizes those
as shown
"prIil"r
,esrls. commuters choose their departure timet according to queue evolution
at
the
bottleneck
in Figure 9. The chart depicts the changesin peak taffrc flow through
queue
maximum
of
size
,io111"nt throughout the morning rush hours, as well as the
rwo-step

it

-y
length under various working hour systems'

Table 3. The results from examPles
Fixed working
hours
9:00

Starting work hour
Departure time of

frst arrival

7:25

working
hours

Flexible

8:30-9:00
7:

l8

Uniform

Optimal two step

staggered

staggered working

8:30-9:00

8:30 : 9:00

7:18

Departure time of in time arrivals

8:02

7:46-8:15

8:

Departue time of last arrivals

9:25

9:18

9:

7:

l8

l0

8: 16

l8

9:lE

58

44

44

44

Travel cost ($)

6.2

4.7

4.7

4.7

Total queueing delaY (veh-hr.)

873

El9

654

559

873

654

654

654

Max. queueing delaY (min.)

Max. queue

(veh.)
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Queue
length 996

(Veh.)

'uniform
work

07:Qo

:15

staggeri"{
hour -+ "'

l:JO 7:45 8:00 g:15 g:30 g:45 9:00

I lme
9:15

9:30

Figure 9. Time dependent queues under altemative work schedules

Data from the above example are used for sensitivity analysis to demonstrate how system
parameters affect total queueing delay unCer altemative work schedules. Figure l0
summarizes the results of varying e, d and k. Under flexible working hours, dWs
(glct)tyffi+y)lep, implying that as the flexible time length increases, the reduction in total
queueing delay is larger. Under staggered working hours of uniform type, dWu/dd:(112)(pla)[y/(pt)]N, which is independent of d, representing a situation in which total
queueing delay is linearly proportional to staggered time length. When the length of
flexible or staggered time is longer than the length of peak period, total queueing delay
drops to zero. Under staggered working hours of optimal two steps, a situation in which
k<[y(p+2y)S, 6W,'/ak=-10/cr)tl(P+y)][yN-(p+2y)kp] suggests that as the staggered
time length increases its effect on reducing total queueing delay becomes smaller. If k >
S/2, the first and last group of commuters do not interact with each other; total queueing
delay is constant and independent of k. When the length of flexible and staggered time are
equal and less than half length of congestion period (e:d=k<S/2), total queueing delay
ranks as Wr>Wu>Wr-. When e=k:S, total queueing delay drops to zero.

/6r

Bottleneck capacity, F , has an impact on the length of peak period, S , under a fixed

number of commuters. Assume that the capacity is reduced because of road construction
or increased due to widened, the bottleneck capacity varies from 600 vph to 1200 vph,
with the duration of peak trafftc flow from 3 hours to 1.5 hours, respectively. By setting
the length of flexible/staggered working hours to 30 minutes, the effects on total queueing
delay are summarized in Figure
Figure
ranks the total queueing delay as WpW

)WrlWr'.

ll.

ll

Comparing the flexible and fixed work hour systems reveals that the difference of total
queueing delay is small when the capacity is low because commuters have limited room
to choose departure time under flexible working hours; however, the difference becomes
larger when the capacity increases. In addition, comparing the uniform and staggered
working hours of optimal two steps under the same length of staggered time reveals that
the difference of total queueing delay is large when the capacity is low. This is attributed
to that commuters should orderly pass through the bottleneck under uniform staggered
working hours; however, the difference becomes smaller when the capacity increases.
Total queueing delay of staggered working hours is lower than that of flexible working
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hours through out the range ofcapacity.
less willing to spend time in traffic; in contrast, poor
commuters are more willing to tolerate haffic congestion (Arnott et al., 1989). Figure 12
summarizes the effects of changes in the ratio of unit cost of schedule delay to queueing
delay (p/cr) on total queueing delay, in which all other variables remained constant.
Obviously, total queueing delay rises in direct proportion to the value of (p/a). Figure 13
depicts the sensitivity of total queueing delay to variations in he ratio of unit cost of
schedule delay to lateness (p/y) when all other variables are held constant. This figure
clearly indicates that total queueing delay and their difference under altemative work
schedules decrease as (F/y) increases. Therefore, a situation in which the unit cost of
lateness reduces will help resolve taffrc congestion. In addition, the difference of total
queueing delay among altemative work schedules would be smaller.

In general, rich commutes are
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6. POLICY

IMPLICATIONS AI{D CONCLUSIONS

Organizations worldwide have adopted flexible working hours for a few decades,
resulting in positive benefits to companies, employees and sociality. Although some
problems involving implementation in some companies still persist, it is not diffrcult to
resolve (Nollen et al., 1978). In staggered working hours system, employees once
choosing the starting hours must abide by them for a certain period, thus, this system is
less flexible.
While uniform staggered working hours are diffrcult to implement in practice, staggered
working hours of step-type can be more easily implemented in a large company. A
company determines some time slots of starting work, then assigns an appropriate number
of employees to each slot or opens these slots chosen by employees' For instance,
students and teachers of primary schools in Taipei, Taiwan start work at 7:30 am;
employees and workers start work at 8:30 am; stock markets open at 9:00 am. Such
measures efflectively reduce traffic congestion. If one intends to introduce alternative
work schedules to alleviate areawide tafftc congestion, concentration of commuters'
starting work times should be surveyed comprehensively'
Compared with fixed working hours, trafftc delay reduced by the adoption of flexible
*o.king hours is in square proportion to the ratio of flexible time period to the length of
peak period, (e/S)2. The delay reduced by staggered working hours of uniform-type is
iin.*iy proportional to the ratio of staggered time length to the length of peak period,
(d/S). The staggered working hours of step-type can yield even better performance, when
the steps are optimized in such a way that the number of commuters in each step is
**ugid at a rate equal to the staggered time multiplied by the saturation flow rate of the
bottleneck.
Schedule delay is an important factor affecting the commuter's departure time. A
reduction in the unit cost of early schedule delay (p) would be helpful in reducing taffic
delays. Flodble working hours can reduce the commuter's schedule delay because
commuters have no schedule delays if they arrive at work within a given length of
flexible time, thereby reducing trafftc congestion.
Flexible/staggered work schedules can reduce queueing delay. Ifthe length offlexible or
staggered timi (e, k) exceeds the length ofpeak period (S), the traffic congestion can be
removed. Under the same length of flexible and staggered time (ek),
"o-pt"t"ty
although Lquilibrium travel costs of such two working hour systems are equal, total
q,."u"ing delay for flexible working hours is higher than staggered ones. Total schedule
delay fol flexible working hours, however, is lower than staggered working hours'

Although commuters may experience the same satisfaction with equal travel cost,
staggerid working hours should be considered as a priority strategy from the perspective

ofreducing taffrc delays and social costs.
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